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 IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION

• Check package contents against Supplied Parts and Hardware List to assure 
that all components were received undamaged. Do not use damaged or 
defective parts. lf you require replacement parts, contact customer service at 
support@huanuoav.com

• Not all parts and hardware included will be used. 

• Carefully read all instructions before attempting installation. If you do not 
understand the instructions or have any concerns or questions, please contact 
customer service at support@huanuoav.com

• This product may contain moving parts. Use with caution.

• Do not use this product for any purpose or in any configuration not explicitly 
specified in this instruction. We hereby disclaim any liability for injury or 
damage arising from incorrect assembly, incorrect mounting, or incorrect use 
of this product.
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Arm Assembly

Screwdriver

Not Included

Parts and Hardware List

M4x12mm (x4)
M-A

M4x16mm (x4)
M-B

M6x12mm (x4)
M-C

M6x16mm (x4)
M-D

Washer
D6 (x4)
M-E

Spacer
M-F (x4)

A (x1)
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1a-3 Connect part [D] to part [C] according to the thickness of the desktop

1a-1 Connect part [C] to part [A]

1a-2 Attach the pads [M] to the bottom of part [A]

1a. For C Clamp Mounting
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1a-4 Attach part [E] to part [C] 1a-5 Secure the mount to the desktop

1b-1 Connect part [G] and [F] to part [A]

1b-3 Secure the mount to the desktop

1b-2 Attach the pads [M] to
       the bottom of part [A]

1b. For Grommet Mounting
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3. Hang the Monitor to the Mount and Secure with Nuts [I]

monitor monitor monitor monitor

For Flat Back Monitors

2. Attach the VESA Plate to the Monitor

M-A
M-C

M-E

M-EM-F

M-B
M-D

O

O

For Recessed Back Monitors

I
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4. Gas Spring Tension Adjustment

Step 2
Adjust the gas spring tension. Lift the arm and 
place it in a horizontal position and then use the 
Allen key (O) to adjust the screw on the arm. Turn 
counter-clockwise(+) to increase gas spring tension 
until the arm can hold the weight of your monitor. 
You may need to turn the screw by many rotations 
to fix the arm securely. (1 rotation ≈1 lb). Adjust 
the screw only when the monitor can stay at the 
desired height by itself.

After being attached to 
the arm, the monitor falls 
down and can not stay at 
the desired height by 
itself.

Problem Solution
Step 1
Check and make sure your monitor is within 32" and 
weighing between 3.3 Ibs (1.5 kg) to 17.6 lbs (8.0 kg) 
with VESA Mounting pattern of 75x75mm 100x100mm.

3.3 lbs (1.5 kg) to 17.6 lbs (8.0 kg)
VESA: 75x75mm 100x100mm

O

Be sure to keep the arm in a horizontal position 
during adjustment. If not, it could be difficult to 
adjust the mount or you may damage the mount.

Lift the Arm①

Easy Adjustment②

Fall down
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Problem Solution

O

Be sure to keep the arm in a horizontal position 
during adjustment. If not, it could be difficult to 
adjust the mount or you may damage the mount.

Press down①

Easy Adjustment②

After being attached to the 
arm, the monitor rises up 
and can not stay at the 
desired height by itself.

Press the arm to keep it in horizontal position and 
then use the Allen Key (O) to adiust the screw on the 
arm. Turn clockwise (-) to reduce gas spring tension 
until the monitor can stay at the desired height by 
itself. You may need to turn the screw by many 
rotations to loosen the arm. 
(1 rotation ≈1 Ib). Adjust the screw only when the 
monitor can stay at the desired height by itself.

3.3 lbs (1.5 kg) to 17.6 lbs (8.0 kg) 
VESA: 75x75mm 100x100mm

Upward
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5. Remove the Cable Covers

6. Route the Cables along the Arm

1

2



7. Tilt Adjustment

O

Tilt
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8. Angle Adjustment

O
N

±135°

±90°

±180°

+45°

-45°

±180°
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